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MOCK I,XAMINATIONS: 2016

APPLIEI} MATHEMATICS

PAPER 2

TIME: 3 HOURS

s.6

INS'TRUCTIONS:

Attempt a:ll. the eighf questions in section A and anyfwc questtoys from se'ction'8.

All necessary calculalions must be done on the iame page as the rest of the answers.

Therefore there is nrt paper for rough wark I '

Mathematical tables with a list offormulae and squared papers are pravided.

Silent, non-programmable scientific calculators may be used.

.\'lales the degree of accuracy at the end of the answer to each question attempted using a

calculator ar-table qnd indicate Calfor calc.ulator, or Tabfor mathematical tables.

L A game played by tossing a fair die is won if a six is scored. Find the probability that a player

who is allowed to toss three times

z. Use trapezium rule with six ordinates to find an approxrmate value oflx'e-. dx. Clorrect to

tlu.ee decimal places.

2

(5 marks)

(i) rvins the game,

iiil wins on th" second attempt given that the playet wins.
(2 marks)

(2 marks)

uub3""G and coniment on the
(5 marks)

7.

4.

A lorry of mass 12000 kg travels up a slope 
_of ,f _in 

12 at amanimum sp€d of Za kmh-l. tf
the lony experiencer u r"ii*t*"e of 1200'N find the rate at which it works.(6 marks)

The 12ble below shows the marks obtained by students in Mathematies and English test.

.|. it ,

Calculate the
relationship.

two

Maths 84 & 76 70 53 40

Ene[sh '88 '7s' 92 ,,55 45 50

rank



5. A particle moves with simple harmonic motion between points P and Q which arc 4 m

aparthorizontally. When it is at a point A 0.4 m from P, its acceleration is 6.4 ms-2. After

how long will the particle move from A to Q and back again? (05 marks)

6. The probability that a student passes a test is A.75. if a random sample of 15 students is

taken, find the probability that;

7 A force T is applied on a box of mass 4 kg resting on a rough horizontai surface. If the

coefficient of friction betrneen the box and the surface is 0.45 and T is inclined at 30o

above the horizontal, find the value that T must exceed if motion is to occur' (5 marks)

The table below shows the temperature ( 00 Cl of a body measured at time (T minutes).

Temoerature ( 0 84 81 '16 70.5 64 53

Time (T minutes) 10 13 16 l8 22 26

(i) exactly 7 students pass

(ii) at most 6 students pass

Use linear interpolation or linear extrapolation to estimate;

(i) Temperature after 20 minutes

(ii) Time when temperature is 51.6oC

(a)

(b)

(02 marks)

(3 marks)

(3 marks)

(2 marks)

SECTION B

g. The diagram below shows a uniform cylindrical solid of radius 21cm and height 56cm

with a conical hole of radius 7 cm and height 28 cm centrally drilled in it.

Calculate the distance of center of gravity of the solid from the base. (6 marks)

If a liquid whose density is half that of the solid is poured in the cone, find the

distance of centre of gravity of the solid with the licluid in it from the base.

(6 marks)
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10, 'I'he tabte below shows the tirne takcn by paticnts ln the outpatient department of a hospital.

Time
(mins.

Number
of oatier

< 10, :l

10 - <20 t2
20 - <30 18

30 - <40 22
40 - <50 t6
50 - <60 l0
60 - <80 t2
80 - <95 5

(i) Calculate the mean and standard deviation time. (7 marks)
(ii) Draw a cumulative frequency curve and use it to estimate the median. (5 marks)

I L (a) Obtain graphically the root of the equation 4 * e'= 0. (5 marks)
(b) Show that the simplest iterative formula based on Newton-Raphson method for

finding the natural logarithm ofanumberN is given by x,,- I * + :n : 0, 1, 2
g*"

Hence using the value in (a) as the initial approximation, find the value of ln 4

12. A continuous . random variao-le X has its probability distribution function represented
graphically as shown.

3k

2k

Find (i) the value of k.
(ii) the equations of (x),
(iii) the mean of X, (3 marks)
(iv)P(l <X<3.s).

13. A body of mass l0 kg initially moving at 7 ms'l
direction 2i+ 6i* 3k Calculate the
(i) work done, (7 marks)
(ii) power developed after 4 seconds. (5 marks)

5

(3 marks)
(3 marks)

(3 marks)

acceletates uniformly at 1.75 ms-z in

f(x)

the
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la. (a)'fhe exact numbers A* and B" have boen estimatg,{ using A'and B, respectively

with corresponding erors AA and AB, Show that the maximwn possible error

t- k is giveno, 
l*1,|fl . l*1,

(5 marks)

(h) The numbers a': 14.5'1, b = 2.991 and c : 82.1 !43 arp each rounded off to the given

numbers of decimal ptaces. Find the

(i; limits within which 
" 
* 1 ties correct to 3 decimal places, (4 marks)

b
(ii) percentage error in (i) above colrect to 2 significant figures,(3 marks)

15. (a) A block of mass l0 kg suspended from the end A of a light inelastic string of length
40 cm is kept in equilibrium when a force F inclined at 40u to the downward vertical

acts on it. If the string is displaced through 20 cm horizontally from the vertical
through A, calculate the magnitude of F. (4 marts)

(b)A rod AB of mass 5,kg and length,6m rests !vi1h the end-A-on a rolgh horizontat

ground and B against arou$vertical wall. If coefficients of frictions at A and B arq

0.25 and O.Z iespeciively and the rod is inclined at 300 to the horizontal, find the

(i) maguitude.of.the no1mal ryac1ion atB. (5 marks)
(ii) distance from A of a point on the rod where the weight acts. (3 marks)

16. The ages of the members of a certain club are normally distributed with 11.9 7o having ages

abovJ4s.g years and 97.5 ohbeing over 30.2 years' find the
(5 rnarks)(a) mean rurd standard deviation ages'

ib) probabiliry that a member chosen at random is greater than 37 years. (3 marks)' ' 
fiii)Civenthat 13j oh of the members are elderly and it is desired that the elderly should

sit, find the age of the youngest elder who will sit'(a marks)

b'l b


